
Kwik Kopy Newcastle  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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Not only did Kwik Kopy exceed my expectations with design and print, they are easy to deal with 
and have excellent customer service! Great prices! Great quality prints!!

 RhythmFact014 - Director

10/03/2020Great customer service! Quick turn around!

I have used Kwik Kopy Newcastle a few times now and they are amazing, so quick and efficient

 Kwik Kopy Newcastle Customer - Facility Manager

12/02/2020great service and speedy delivery

Really happy, although there was a typo on my end which I was disappointed 
didn’t get picked up but that’s not anyone else fault by mine.

  
HayleyYL - EA

11/02/2020Great customer service and products

always pleased that the staff at Kwik Kopy Newcastle can find our archived templates for 
printing as we can years between printing various items.

 Jabbawoka - Managing Director

10/02/2020Good service, with a quick turn around

Kwik Kopy Newcastle

“ ”
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went above and beyond thankyou

 Traci - RTO

14/01/2020really superior service

Kwik Kopy printed stickers for our Real Estate firm, they were personally 
delivered as we needed them the same day! Great work Dan and team! 

 Ross Mcintosh - Sales Agent

15/01/2020
Kwik Kopy Newcastle Went Above 
and Beyond

Great service and delivery even with tight deadlines. Highly recommended.

 Ernesto - Community Relations Manager

19/12/2019Great service and delivery

Daniel from Newcastle goes the extra mile for our clothing business..

 Chris 69 - Women’s Clothing

14/12/2019Fantastic service..

“ ”
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Loved the service and the products but my life would have been so much quick and easier if I 
could have seen custom stamp prices online. Even if it was an approximate price for a certain 
size. I had to get 3 different quotes because I had to make the stamps fit into my budget so I 
needed to rearrange sizes and sometimes it took a few days to a week between quotes. This 
process would have been eliminated if I could have seen some approximate size prices for custom 
stamps on your website.

 Crystal - Marketing

14/12/2019I wish I could see stamp prices online!

Kwik copy did a great job with my printing.  They even delivered it to me in person when I was 
busy.  Great staff

 MarianneT - Community Relationships Coordinator

13/11/2019Great follow up service

I required laminating of large oversized posters. Kwik Kopy explained the process to me and 
provided a quality product. Great service, friendly staff, quick turn around time. Thank you!

 Lachy - Graduate Engineer

14/09/2019Poster Lamination

I deal with KK In Osborne Park WA and needed printing in Newcastle and artwork was transferred 
across, it was ready the next day

 Campers - Owner

15/08/2019
communication between West Coast and East 
coast SU
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I was recommended to use Kwik Kopy by a friend. I immediately contacted Kate and got the ball 
rolling. It went back and forth because of my indecision and so on, and they were wonderful, 
labels are all great quality and look great on my products.

 KirbyChannells - Owner/Maker/Creator

15/08/2019Great Customer Service

Kate & Daniel handled a last minute print job for me with speed, care and 
accuracy. The booklet was for a corporate event and needed some editing and it 
turned out perfectly & we were so happy with the result. I really appreciate the 
time they took with me to understand my needs and that they were able to turn 
the job around so quickly for an event that evening 

 Sarahstg - Executive Assistant

14/08/2019
Wonderful personalised service with 
care

Twice now, I’ve asked for a job to be turned around urgently, and these guy were up for the job. 
Wouldn’t look elsewhere in the future.

 Shin 

10/07/2019Efficient turnaround

I visited Kwik Kopy not long ago, after realising I had probably left my printing a little bit too 
late. I contacted Kwik Kopy who assured me that my products would be ready in only a matter of 
hours. Not only did they deliver on this promise but they looked great. They sure live up to their 
name - thanks Kwik Kopy!

 SarahLC92 - Marketing Associate

10/07/2019Quick Service and Quality Products!

“ ”
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The team @ Newcastle are always ready to take my order and fantastic turnaround.

 Chris 69 - Advertising Manager

15/05/2019Very helpful friendly quick with my orders.

We had the pleasure of working with KK Newcastle and they were a delight to work with. 
Nothing is ever too much hassle and the turn around is excellent.

 DebAustin - Md

14/05/2019
Great service and a fabulous team to work 
with.

Kwik Kopy team is very helpful and always accommodating of our last minute requests.  The 
standard of work is very high.

 Deneil - Director Of Sales

14/05/2019Printing

I visit Kwik Kopy on and off each few weeks to have certificated printed up for graduating 
students, the staff have always been spot on, nothing is a hassle and some of my jobs are small 
quantities and there is still never an issue, always friendly and prompt with work flow. Great 
place, would highly recommend..

 Eric1956 - Owner

10/04/2019Excellent Service
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I use Kwik Kopy Newcastle regularly for all my business printing. They’re amazingly helpful. I 
can call them last minute with a crazy request and they make all my problems go away. They 
always go above and beyond to help me and their printing is exceptional quality. Plus it’s really 
affordable. I cannot rate them highly enough.

 Milly - Owner

10/04/2019I love the Kwik Kopy team

Kwik Kopy went out of their way to complete my orders and could not of been any more 
accommodating if they tried

 MegaGyros - Owner

10/04/2019Awesome company

Kate always seems to know exactly what I want, she is efficient and on time with 
finished products. Takes a lot of stress off me. 

 BrianR - Manager

13/03/2019Kate Service, Wonderful Staff

It was a small job to print last minute postcards for Xmas. You were able to fit it in and even 
deliver them to us. I thought so a small job at that time of year would not have been prioritised 
by your team but I was so pleasantly surprised and as a result of this exceptional service I am 
about to request quotes for design and pricing of some of our new sales collateral.

 Nessy1 - Marketing Communications

13/02/2019Great service at a very busy time of the year!

“ ”
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My order was ready on time and without me asking they delivered to my work place.

 MattCC - Senior Researcher

13/02/2019Perfect work

Followed instructions not a super tight very important deadline, but also went the extra mile to 
think of things that I had not anticipated. All foreseeable problems that I had not had time to 
think of were solved before they occurred. Very Impressed.

 Vanessah - Art Director

11/02/2019
Went beyond instructions, with lots of intu-
ition.

Kwik Kopy were able to produce our order at the quickest time for a great price. The final product 
was of a high quality and to our standards. Thank you so much!

 Acelp - Administration Manager

13/02/2019Quick and Reliable

We have dealt with Daniel and his team for numerous projects, both small and large. Most 
recently they carried out a sign for us.  The team were very patient in listening to what we 
wanted and revised the design for us several times until we were happy. They then nailed the job 
very quickly and for a very reasonable cost. Thank you Daniel and the team!

 Luc Evans - Dentist

11/02/2019Great Service.
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Good price and efficient delivery. Would have like to have received a confirmation email of 
receipt and delivery. I needed to phone to chase. However, overall experience was friendly and 
efficient.

 Kelza - Creative Director

16/01/2019Good price and efficient delivery

I contacted Kwik Kopy Newcastle late 2018 requesting a quote for printing for a memorial 
booklet that I was preparing for a dear friend. The staff were helpful and efficient, the turnaround 
time was excellent (1 day) and the quality of the printed items were also excellent.

 JaneB - Graphic Designer / Artist

16/01/2019Great, speedy and efficient

I was really happy with how easy Kwik copy made the task I was after, there was no stress and a 
great timeline.

 Fordie - Director

13/12/2018made it so easy

the team at kwik Kopy helped us with our product launch in exceptional fashion from the design 
process through to the finished product our company couldn’t be happier with the level of service 
that the kwik Kopy team provided us with. We won’t be using anyone else.

 Amor Beverages - Managing Director

11/12/2018fantastic service provided
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We have recently had some printing done for a new business. The quote was 
cheaper than others found and we were very happy with the service and finished 
product. 

 Genius Chiropractic - Chiropractor

11/12/2018Excellent product for a great price

I had my graphic designer sending them my new gift voucher file for a quote and the whole 
process was quick and easy. Good quality printing, good value for money and very fast service.

 Claudia Paizani Imagery - Photographer

12/11/2018Fast, cheap and good service

They were wonderful to deal with and they delivered on time and product exactly as required.

 Marcelle - Event Manager

18/10/2018Great fast service and very polite

I visited KwikKopy for a last minute assignment, and they knew exactly what I needed and could 
print it for me within the day.

 AliK - Student

9/10/2018Quick, knowledgeable service

“ ”
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I’ve visited Kwik Kopy numerous times and the staff are always friendly and helpful. Always quick 
turnaround on orders too.

 Kurt1612 - Sales Representative

9/10/2018Friendly and helpful staff

I am organising a hens show and wanted the invites ASAP! Kwik Kopy were professional, fast and 
friendly and the invitations turned out amazing! Thanks guys for your amazing service

 Hayleyw - Admin

10/09/2018Quick Turn Around Time

I often get certificates made up for students and the staff here are fantastic it’s 
never an issue whether I have a dozen or just 2 or 3 certs the service is always 
the same. 

 Eric1956 - Owner

10/09/2018Excellent Service and Great Staff

Kwik Copy were nothing but helpful in assisting our business to step up to the next level of 
professionalism. The process was fast and efficient, and staff very eager to accommodate our 
needs. No request was too trivial and their attention to detail is impeccable. We are very pleased 
with the final product and look forward to doing business together for years to come.

 Newcastle Readymix - Accounts Manager

14/08/2018Friendly and efficient service at a great price!

“ ”
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Quick turnaround and very satisfying product and pricing

 Murph 

10/07/2018
Fantastic product and super quick turn-
arounds

I found Kwik Kopy friendly and prompt in working together on my business cards, though there 
was a system glitch that meant some emails didn’t arrive in my inbox. Regardless, I am happy 
with the result and would use them again

 KristyShep - Director

9/07/2018Easy to deal with, solid end product

Kwik Kopy were able to deliver a quality product with friendly service and affordable prices.

 David R - Environmental Scientist

9/07/2018Quality service and quality products!

Had a last minute marketing brochure job that we needed urgently, the team were fantastic, very 
helpful and turned the job around in no time at all.

 Australian Drilling - Technical Services Manager

9/07/2018Fantastic service and fast turn-around
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I have requested the most painfully annoyingly urgent jobs on several occasions and the Kwik 
Kopy team are always willing to bend over backward to accommodate me. I am so grateful for 
their wonderful service and always being so understanding to the urgency of our jobs as they 
arrive. Cannot recommend highly enough!

 Bianca_Catalyst - Administrator

28/03/2018Fabulous Service and Excellent Quality!

Really speedy response for an urgent job  - even dropped my memory stick round to my hotel 
after I forgot it and left on the shop!

 Tim  C 

28/03/2018Great service, quick friendly, high quality

No matter the crazy request, the team go above and beyond to help.

 Dare To Be Bold Design - Designer

28/03/2018Always outstanding service

A big thankyou to Kate and the team for helping us with our stylish wedding invitations.

 Tiffany and Keith 

28/03/2018Great  friendly  professional service.
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The team were so helpful and worked with me to get my printing job ready in time for my 
conference. Highly recommended !

 Lilia - Assistant

9/01/2018Brilliant service and friendly team

Very responsive and prompt service. excellent quality product.

 Julz 

2/01/2018Efficient and excellent quality

Quick and easy, most affordable option I could find for what I wanted also (I looked 
EVERYWHERE!) - very friendly service too.

 Vessie - Owner & Director

14/12/2017Great, easy to use

I am never going to another printing place again and I’m going to sell my printer. 
These guys are the best. They’ve rushed through a couple of urgent jobs for me now 
and have gone above and beyond every time. I am so appreciative of their help 
and exceptional service. I’ve been recommending them all over Newcastle. Thank 
you!!!!!!!!! 

 Milly - Owner

30/10/2017Superb service“ ”
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Service was fantastic and behind the scene back up by Dan was refreshing as you don’t see much 
of that these days !

 Julian - Operations Manager

4/09/2017great support and communication

I have been to kwik Kopy multiple times now for various reasons, every time they exceed my 
expectations in the quality of the finished product. I have been there for prints of my artworks, 
and also my architecture projects that needed to be printed on specific recycled paper. The team 
was extremely knowledgeable and helpful, and they made a real effort to cater for my exact 
visions of my finished products. I would definitely recommend Kwik Kopy to anyone

 Alyssa 

4/09/2017Excellent Service

Very good service & excellent finished product. No further comment

 Ndba - Secretary

25/08/2017Printing of Annual Report

Great service and costs for business card. Communication was fantastic.

 CraigT - Owner/Doer/Chief

25/08/2017great service
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Put in our order only had to email the once to see if our order was received.  Very apologetic as 
they had just taken over.  Our order was filled and delivered on time so we are very happy.  They 
also have what we need still on file which helps greatly.

 Liz 1 - Secretary Receptionist

21/07/2017Very responsive and we are happy

The product was of good quality and the timeliness of the supply was also excellent, particularly 
considering the short notice that we provided. Affability and assistance of local staff has always 
been of a very high calibre.

 Alison Matthews - Executive Assistant

7/06/2017Posters for  Conference (FMA) May 2017

The products that we order from Kwik Kopy are consistently easy to order, the 
staff are friendly and keep us up to date with turnaround times and the product 
itself is always of good quality for use. Thank you Kwik Kopy! 

 DiAn - Assistant

7/06/2017Wonderfully efficient service, always!

I do the above magazine. My magazine publishing skills still need some tweaking, thankfully 
Kate and Kellie always help me with any problems and they always produce a first class quality 
magazine. Our members love it and now even both the National and State Libraries both request 
every issue to add to their archives!

 Fotho - Magazine Editor

7/06/2017
Sporty Note Magazine - Hunter British Ford 
Group

“ ”
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Great service and very happy with my label design and the quick turnaround

 Spectrum - Manager

7/06/2017
Great service and very happy with my label 
design

I always need A1 plans printed, usually the same day, and Kelly or Kate always 
have these ready to go for me. Thanks ladies

 Ashlee - Business Services Manager

7/06/2017
Excellent customer service - fast turn-
around

I continuously come back to Kwik Kopy as they scan and print my artworks for my little business. 
Happy with the service, with Kelly and Kate. Always helpful and super approachable. However 
was under staffed at some stages and didn’t always make deadlines. But got there in the end.

 Laree - Artist

6/06/2017Scan and printing

“ ”



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.newcastle.kwikkopy.com.au


